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Leech heart motor neurons are the output component of
the leech heartbeat pattern generator. Although the inhi-
bitory synaptic input they receive from the central pat-
tern generator (CPG) is the primary determinant of the
rhythmic output they produce, the neurons themselves
can contribute in a meaningful way to the patterns they
produce [1-3]. In this study, we seek to understand the
interaction of the inhibitory synaptic inputs, electrical
coupling, and active membrane currents, as well as the
interaction and balance between membrane currents.
Towards this goal, we developed a 7 compartment GEn-
eral NEural SImulation System (GENESIS 2.3) model
which incorporated the currents known to be present in
leech heart motor neurons. This model was parameter-
ized by the maximal conductance for each of these cur-
rents, and an initial instance of this model was hand
tuned to produce acceptable activity. We then used a
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) to gener-
ate model instances which correctly produced a target
output pattern within an acceptable error bound given
the corresponding input pattern. The MOEA we used
was previously applied to models of crustacean stomato-
gastric ganglion neurons [4]. We adapted it to run on a
~1000 node high-performance computing cluster
(ELLIPSE, Emory IT) and to interact with our 7 compart-
ment leech heart motor neuron model. This evolutionary
algorithm independently selects the parents for each gen-
eration on each fitness metric separately, obviating the
need to create a unified fitness function. Thus, a model
instance that is excellent on only one metric can contri-
bute to the subsequent generation even if it performs
poorly on all other metrics. We executed 5 runs of this
evolutionary algorithm with different, randomly selected
initial populations and our post-hoc analyses examined
the millions of resulting models from all runs of the
MOEA. The fitness metrics we used to evaluate model
instances are composed of two sets: output attributes
that directly affect the muscles which the motor neurons
innervate and attributes which capture other key identify-
ing attributes of leech heart motor neurons. The former
are the relative phase, as measured against the peristaltic
interneuron in ganglion 4, and the intra-burst spike fre-
quency for each neuron simulated. The latter are
the duty cycle, spike height, and the slow wave height.
The targets for each of these fitness metrics are drawn
from our unique database of complete, individual-animal
sets of spike time pattern, synaptic weight profile, and
output pattern for leech heart motor neurons in ganglia
8 and 12. We have 431 model instances which met our
targets on all fitness metrics and thousands that achieved
the targets for only ganglia 8 or 12, but not both. We
examined the contribution and balance of currents in
these models and have found relationships between sets
of currents and a strong differential effect of electrical
coupling between pairs of leech heart motor neurons in
different ganglia.
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